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Wonderful Words Exercise
Step 1: Read your article out loud (or to another person if you've got one handy). Notice
where you really feel yourself 'coming alive' or 'connecting' to your words. Use a highlighter
to mark these phrases.
Choose your top 2 as 'Pop Phrases' and write them below:
1.

2.

Step 2: Refresh your vision of your ideal client ( the marketing avatar exercise )
What is your avatar's name, age and key features?

What are they secretly ashamed to admit?

What are they proud to share?
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Step 3:
Tell me about your article
1. Why did you write it?

2. What did you discover about the topic (and about yourself) as you wrote it?

3. Ask me to if I'd like to read it. Because I'm not speaking to you right now, write down
what you'd say if I was.

Step 4: Compare me to your avatar.
1. How are we the same?

2. How do we differ?
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Step 5: Write a newsletter which invites your avatar to read your 'blog' article. Use the
material from step 3 and any tweaks from step 4.
TIME this. Belt it out. If you start to get stuck change to bullet points!!! If you get really
stuck - BREATHE!
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Make it Pretty Exercise
1. Plan your Pictures

Brand Colours - record the colour and number below
1.
2.
3.
Brand Fonts - record the font name(s) below
1.
2.

2. Create your pictures

3. Set your System(s)
Blog Specific - record any other colours / fonts used in this blog's images

What system(s) will you use to store your 'blog' thoughts and words and images?
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What's Your Offer Exercise
Step 1: Revisit your Signature Service
1. What is it called?
2. How does it makes someone's life better?

3. Why are you uniquely positioned to deliver this service (your skills and experience)

4. Details: How long does it go, extras, specific techniques, cost

Step 2: Write your 'pitch'
Copy these sentences, filling in your own words...
My {name of your signature service} can help you {fill in the result you want for your
client}. This means that you will {choose a benefit your client will achieve}, which
means {explain how their life will be better with a tangible example}, {specific
motivator to buy}.
My {name of your signature service} is {length of time} and {cost}.
You can book with me {specific details of how to book}.
I am uniquely positioned to offer {name of your signature service} because
{skill/experience/education/proven results... pick 1 or 2} Please {tell them what you
want them to do right now - phone you or go to website or email you}.
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Schedule and Deliver Exercise
Step 1: Revisit your WHY
1. Time 1 min. Write about WHY you choose to create a home based massage business focus in specifically on how you will be able to help your Ideal client.

2. Time 1 min. Write about WHY you're creating a blog / newsletter / signature service
and social media presence - focus in specifically on HOW this will help you create the
business you really desire.

3. Check in with yourself.
How are you feeling about your choices? About this process?
Excited?
Fantastic - crack out the PDF and get scheduling
Overwhelmed?
Implement your high vibe strategy or call in support (post in the group)
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Tracking Success Exercise
How do you WANT to judge your success with your social media strategy and over what
time frame?
Step 1: Exploring Objective Measures
Mailchimp: Total sent/ opens / clicks / unsubscribes
Facebook Post: Reach / Engagement = likes, comments, shares
Facebook Biz Page: Likes
Bookings

Step 2: Exploring Subjective Measures
Consistency
Frequency
Enjoyment of process
Personal stretch

Step 3: Select Measures
I am going to track ___{objective measures}____ for______ {time frame}____ which
means ___{DATE}____ to ___{DATE}____

The subjective measures I commit to tracking are ________________________________.
I've chosen these because _____________________________________________________.
I'll judge myself successful if ___________________________________________________.
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